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Abstract:
In the US, Dweck’s research has shown that learners’ beliefs about their own capability are crucial for the learning success
of children and adolescents. Two ends of this spectrum can be identified: learners who believe that they need an innate
talent have a so-called fixed mindset. When difficulties arise, students with a fixed mindset typically do not see any
purpose in continuing to try and fail because they believe they lack the necessary talent. On the other hand, learners who
believe effort and hard work are key factors to success, have a growth mindset. They typically perceive difficulties as
opportunities to improve their skills and therefore, the growth mindset supports learning processes and outcomes.
While there are several surveys on this general concept of mindsets, an examination within the context of physics learning
has not yet taken place. For this purpose, an exploratory interview study on students’ mindsets in physics was conducted
in a total sample of N = 51 middle school students in Germany and Austria using a standardised interview structure.
The interviews were analysed using qualitative content analysis. The results show that the concept of mindsets according
to Dweck can be applied to students’ beliefs about learning physics, although a majority of 60 % of the students appear
to be classified best as a hybrid between the fixed and the growth mindset.
Keywords: growth mindset, fixed mindset, interview study, case study

INTRODUCTION
In his speech at the Rice University in Houston (TX) in 2018, the physics Nobel Prize winner Carl
Wieman described expertise in a wide variety of disciplines to be determined by three capabilities:
comprehensive factual knowledge, an efficient organizational framework of that knowledge and
cognitive abilities to monitor mental processes. Wieman explained that “no one is innately born with
these capabilities” but “reaching a high level […] actually requires many thousands of hours of intense
practice.” (Rice University, 2018).
In contrast, many physicists seem to be convinced that congenital talent is a predisposition for expertise
in their discipline (Leslie et al., 2015). If one takes this view, it seems quite obvious to distinguish those
people who are allegedly predisposed to physics (and therefore can achieve expertise) from the vast
majority of people who allegedly lack this predisposition (and therefore can only acquire a basic
understanding).
According to the research of Carol S. Dweck, both Wieman’s perception and the contrasting perception
of many physicists can be integrated into the mindset theory. Dweck describes two mindsets that have
a substantial effect on thinking and behaving. The so-called growth mindset is based on the conviction
© 2021 by the authors; licensee EJSME. This article is an open access article distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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that individual potential (regarding intelligence and abilities) can be developed (Dweck, 2006), as
expressed by Wieman. In the so-called fixed mindset, the conviction prevails that individual potential
(regarding intelligence and abilities) is determined (Dweck, 2006), as expressed by many physicists.
Moreover, Dweck emphasizes that both mindsets can be modified. In particular, the possibilities of
interventions to induce advancement from a fixed mindset to a growth mindset are explored in her
research (Dweck, 2006).
In order to scrutinize the extent to which Dweck’s mindset theory can be assigned to high-school
students’ views of learning physics, an exploratory interview study has been conducted in Germany
and Austria.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Fixed and Growth Mindset
The term mindset describes predominant patterns of thought and behaviour. In the field of cognitive
psychology, mindsets define the sum of cognitive processes activated for a certain task (Gollwitzer,
1990). However, Dweck uses a different definition of mindset which is based on implicit theories of
intelligence. This definition refers not only to cognitive processes but especially to beliefs about
individual potential. The fixed mindset describes the conviction that an individual′s potential
(intelligence and abilities) is determined. This mindset supports the objective to prove one’s own
potential with success. People with fixed mindsets think that the less effort needed to achieve a goal,
the higher their personal potential. Success that can only be achieved with great effort is a sign of lacking
potential in their view (Mueller & Dweck, 1998). Therefore, each assessment is deemed to evaluate the
person as a whole. In contrast with the fixed mindset, the growth mindset describes the conviction that
individual potential can always be developed. This mindset is more conducive to the objective to
improve one’s own potential with effort. People with growth mindsets think that perseverance is
decisive for success, not an innate talent. Therefore, rather than evaluating the person as a whole, an
assessment only provides information about the person’s current state of development.
In the continuum of implicit theories of intelligence, both mindsets can be understood as two opposite
poles (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). Table 1 compares typical patterns of thought and behaviour resulting
from the pure forms of the fixed and the growth mindset (Dweck, 2006). These patterns show that the
growth mindset is more beneficial to learning, regardless of the extent to which individual potential is
actually determined or developable (you may also want to consult Breker, 2016, a dissertation written
in German, for an overview of various scientific positions on this) because the growth mindset improves
a person’s ability to learn and response to criticism.
Table 1. Comparison of typical patterns of thought and behaviour resulting from the pure forms of the
fixed mindset and the growth mindset (based on Dweck, 2006)
Fixed Mindset
Challenges are avoided.

Growth Mindset
Challenges are valued and accepted.

In case of difficulties, people give up trying.

In case of difficulties, people keep on trying.

Objective to prove one’s own potential with success
(performance goals).

Objective to improve one’s own potential with effort (learning
goals).

The conviction that innate talent is decisive for success, not
effort. The higher the innate talent, the less effort is needed.

The conviction that perseverance is decisive for success, not an
innate talent.

Criticism is related to personality traits and therefore
rejected.

Criticism is related to process characteristics and therefore
accepted.

The success of other people threatens one’s reputation and
has a depressing effect.

The success of other people promotes one’s motivation and has
an inspiring effect.
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Differentiation from (Seemingly) Related Psychological Constructs
The mindset theory evolved from implicit theories of intelligence and self-theories, with the first major
paper of Dweck and Leggett in 1988. (The term ″mindset″, however, has not been adopted until the
publication of the book “Mindset: The new psychology of success” by Dweck in 2006.) According to
Dweck and Leggett (1988), mindsets are subject to implicit beliefs about ability: While some people
believe ability to be a malleable quality (incremental theory), others believe it to be a fixed trait (entity
theory). These two implicit beliefs “represent two different forms of self-concept. Within a generalized
entity theory, the self would be conceptualized as a collection of fixed traits that can be measured and
evaluated [fixed mindset]. Within an incremental theory, the self would be seen as a system of malleable
qualities that is evolving over time through the individual’s efforts [growth mindset].” (Dweck &
Leggett, 1988, p. 266).
Figure 1 shows a model suggesting that the goals allied with implicit beliefs “could be seen as the way
of generating and maintaining self-esteem within that self-concept” (Dweck & Leggett, 1988, p. 271). It
describes how personality variables can arouse motivational processes, which in turn can evoke
response patterns” of cognition, affect, and behavior” (Dweck & Leggett, 1988, p. 271).

Figure 1. Motivational model according to Dweck & Leggett (1988) based on Broome (1998)
The authors also examine the model’s applicability to an individual’s implicit theories of their attributes
(Dweck & Leggett, 1988), in particular to major attributes of the self, such as intellectual competence or
social competence. Within this model, mindsets are depicted as the basic principle, that causes
attribution schemes (e.g., Abramson et al., 1978; Seligman et al., 1979; Weiner, 1974). However, the
mindset approach is distinct from the attributional approach to the extent that the latter “tends to depict
particular factors as inherently controllable or uncontrollable, so that ability is considered to be a stable,
uncontrollable factor” (Dweck & Leggett, 1988, p. 269). In contrast, the mindset approach generally
regards any factor to be interpretable as stable/uncontrollable or as instable/controllable and it places
“controllability in the eyes of the perceiver, for it is these perceptions that will guide the individual’s
behaviour” (Dweck & Leggett, 1988, p. 269). Thus, attributing failure to a lack of ability for an entity
theorist refers to an immutable factor. A fixed mindset learner pursues performance goals (objective to
prove potential with success) and may show maladaptive “helpless” responses. For an incremental
theorist it refers to an alterable factor. A growth mindset learner pursues learning goals (objective to
improve potential with effort) and therefore can show „mastery-oriented” responses.
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Literature Review
There are some insights about different percentages of students holding a fixed or growth mindset. In
the US, the overall distribution of fixed and growth mindset has been revealed as roughly balanced:
About 40% of the students are allocated to the fixed mindset and 40% to the growth mindset, while 20%
are without a clear allocation (Dweck, 2008). In some studies, differences are reported in the distribution
of mindsets regarding gender. Some data shows that girls are more likely to have a fixed mindset and
boys to have a growth mindset (Dweck et al., 1978; Gunderson et al., 2013, in the context of physics see
also: Marshman et al., 2017). Among the learners with a fixed mindset, boys are more successful,
whereas among the learners with a growth mindset, there is no significant difference in the learning
success between boys and girls (Grant & Dweck, 2003).
Students’ mindset is developd during childhood and adolescence, influenced by parents, teachers and
the peer group (Cimpian et al., 2007; Kamins & Dweck, 1999; Mueller & Dweck, 1998): The praise and
criticism that children and adolescents receive can either strengthen a fixed mindset if it relates to the
person (e.g., “You must be very talented as your results in the test are so good.”), or a growth mindset
if it is expressed process-related (e.g. “Great, you have worked so hard and could finally solve that
problem.”). Consequently, it influences learning behaviour. Undergraduate students with a fixed
mindset prefer the so-called “performance goal tasks” that query skills without having to learn new
ones (Hong et al., 1999). For them, high brain activity has been observed during quantitative feedback,
such as feedback providing information on whether their solution of a certain task is correct or incorrect.
Throughout the feedback concerning in-depth information about the task or their solution, there was
less brain activity (Mangels et al. 2006). In contrast, undergraduate students with a growth mindset
prefer “learning goal tasks” that are aimed at learning new skills (Hong et al., 1999) and high brain
activity has been observed during feedback about their solution of a certain task, too. But for them even
more brain activity has been observed throughout the feedback concerning in-depth information
(Mangels et al., 2006).
The mindset does not only affect learning behaviour but also the learning success (e.g., Blackwell et al.,
2007; Costa & Faria, 2018; Degol et al., 2018; Ortiz Alvarado et al., 2019). As demonstrated in a study by
Blackwell et al. in 2007, students who believed that individual potential can be developed, improved
their math grades over a period of two years. In contrast, students who believed that individual
potential is determined, did not improve their math grades over the same period of time (Blackwell et
al., 2007). In a longitudinal study by Degol et al. (2018), the relationship between subjective task values,
mindsets and career goals in the STEM subjects was examined. The growth mindset proved to be a
predictor of higher subjective task values, which mediates the influence of a growth mindset on STEM
career goals: People with a growth mindset appreciate mathematics more, which in turn supports
higher STEM career goals (Degol et al., 2018).
As mentioned above, a growth mindset supports academic achievement which is a well-researched field
especially concerning STEM subjects. We can only touch on the most important findings here to
underline the possibilities of mindset trainings. Cognitive factors as well as affective factors are known
to influence learning processes and outcomes. While Hake (2002) found moderate correlations of
physics performance with spatial visualization and math skills, Hazari and colleagues (2007) also found
that mathematics preparation at school level predicted physics performance at university level.
Likewise, Anderton et al. (2017) as well as Nakakoji and Wilson (2014) confirmed the quality of
mathematics preparation in high school as predictive for academic performance in STEM courses at
university. In another study, Salehi et al. (2019) aimed to predict final exam grades in physics with
sociodemographic variables (such as gender, URM status, FG status) and, as they call it, the level of
preparation of the students. They found that this level of preparation (consisting of prior-knowledge as
measured in SAT or ACT scores and concept inventory tests) having predictive power for exam
performance and can explain up to 30% of the observed variation in exam performance. These described
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predictors for physics achievement are incremental, meaning students are able to develop these by
training, and therefore, could also be addressed by a growth mindset training.
Next to cognitive factors, affective factors play an important role in initiating and orienting students’
studying (Gungor et al., 2007). For example, attitudes, self-concept, motivation and interest are
considered predictors for academic performance (Ardura & Pérez-Bitrián, 2019; González et al., 2017;
Hidi et al., 2004; Marsh & Martin, 2011; Perkins & Gratny, 2010; Potvin & Hasni, 2014). Laukenmann
and colleagues (2003) showed that positive emotions are particularly important when acquiring
knowledge. Their analysis also indicated that interest supports learning in physics (Laukenmann et al.,
2003). Moreover, epistemological beliefs influence learning processes and outcomes (see, e.g., Hammer,
2000; Halloun, 2001; Hofer & Pintrich, 2016; Lising & Elby, 2005; May & Etkina, 2002; Sathopoulou &
Vosniadou, 2007). In this regard, epistemological beliefs are understood not only as learners’
conceptions about the methods (e.g., generation and publication of knowledge, social discourse) and
the validity of the knowledge, but also as their conceptions about the learnability of the subject. Halloun
(2001), for example, captured learnability (item “Science is learnable by anyone willing to make the
effort - not just by a few talented people.” Halloun, 2001, p. 58) as a cognitive dimension of
epistemological beliefs and showed that the notion concerning learnability correlates with final course
grades, making another strong argument for a growth mindset training.
With regard to possible trainings to induce advancement from a fixed mindset to a growth mindset, the
existing literature seems encouraging. Mindset can be changed intentionally, both by inner monologues
and by external influences. Dweck herself puts it as follows: “Mindsets are just beliefs: They’re powerful
beliefs, but they’re just something in your mind, and you can change your mind.” (Dweck, 2006, p. 16).
Sometimes even short trainings are sufficient to support a growth mindset: Research at school level
proves that mindsets are related to academic success and can be fostered (for an overview see also
Yeager & Walton, 2011) for adolescents at (junior) high school and at college (Aronson et al., 2002;
Blackwell et al., 2007; Fink et al., 2018; Good et al., 2003; Yeager & Dweck, 2012; Yeager et al., 2016, 2019).
Xu and colleagues (2020) assessed the effects of a mindset intervention on secondary school students in
a learning environment covering the Doppler effect. “Participants in the growth mindset condition
perceived a lower intrinsic load and extraneous load, and performed better on retention and transfer
tests.” (Xu et al., 2020, p. 2).
A meta-study about a variety of mindset interventions in schools (Sisk et al., 2018) mostly found small
effects, that are often larger for students with a low socio-economic status. In another longitudinal study,
the influence of a single session of a mindset intervention on beliefs about intelligence of ninth-graders
has been examined (DeBacker et al., 2018). The results suggest that this single session can already
promote an incremental view of intelligence. Also, the “National Study of Learning Mindsets” by
Yeager et al. (2019) shows that a treatment of less than one hour has a significant impact on the learners’
grades, especially on the grades of underachieving students in a representative sample for the US.
Another result shows that the treatment does not compensate for an unfavourable learning
environment. Under this assumption, the intervention would be expected to be particularly effective in
such schools where inhibiting norms among the students had previously prevailed. In fact, the
intervention proved to be especially effective in schools where growth mindset facilitating norms had
already been prevalent (Yeager et al., 2019).
Research on students’ mindsets at university level also indicates that it is related to academic success
(Costa & Faria, 2018; Ortiz Alvarado et al., 2019) and can be fostered (Dar-Nimrod & Heine, 2006). That
even a minimally invasive intervention can lead to an improvement in academic performance,
especially for those students who belong to an underrepresented ethnical group in their field of study,
has been shown by Aguilar et al. (2014) and has been confirmed by Broda et al. (2018). Overall, however,
mixed successes from such interventions have been recorded for university students in the literature
(McCabe et al., 2020; Sriram, 2013).
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Generally, the importance of mindset trainings is stressed in particular for transitional phases. Recent
results from a seventh-grade classroom (Zeeb at al., 2020) suggest mindset interventions when a new
school subject (e.g., physics) is being introduced. Likewise, mindset interventions have proven effective
as part of a STEM Boot Camp program for incoming freshman at the University of WisconsinWhitewater (Lisberg & Woods, 2018). Ways to address a growth mindset “in our labs, our classrooms
and ourselves” are proposed by Burgasser (2019, p. 1038).
This might be due to the fact that along with transitional phases come challenges in new contexts and
for each individual the manifestation of both mindsets may vary depending on the concrete context
(Hong et al., 1999; Yeager et al., 2013). For example, a study with students from the US reveals that the
proportion of fixed and growth mindsets concerning intelligence changes when the frame of reference
shifts between subjects (Dweck, 2008). For the STEM subjects as compared to other subjects, Dweck
herself stresses that “we have noted in our research that students tend to have more of a fixed view of
math skills than of other intellectual skills” (Dweck, 2008, p. 2).
Thus, it does not seem reasonable to assume that students necessarily have only one domain-general
mindset for academic achievement. We must rather assume that students have domain-general as well
as domain-specific facets of mindsets (and possibly topic-specific facets of mindsets, too). It has already
been shown for programming computers (Scott & Ghinea, 2014) or playing serious games (Lee et al.,
2012) that domain-specific mindsets are better predictors for success.
Likewise, our approach is based on the assumption that mindsets - analogous to related constructs such
as the academic self-concept (Marsh, 1990) or epistemological beliefs (Muis et al., 2006) - have domaingeneral as well as domain-specific facets and that these affect learning success at the same level of
granularity.
Nevertheless, so far, mindsets have mostly been operationalized as domain-general facets using
Dweck’s scale (Dweck, 1999) “beliefs about intelligence” (example item: “You have a certain amount of
intelligence and really can’t do much to change it.”), which has sometimes been modified, for example
such that “intelligence” has been replaced with “math ability” (see also De Castella & Byrne, 2015 or
Sisk et al., 2018 for an overview of mindset instruments used in several studies). There are only very
few studies on domain-specific facets of mindsets, for example on characteristics of language mindsets
(Lou & Noels, 2017), and hence the description, measurement and modification of characteristics of
physics mindsets must be considered a research deficit.
OBJECTIVE
Since it could be one important (but so far largely neglected) factor to consider not only domain-general,
but also domain-specific facets of mindsets, there are numerous relevant questions which intersect with
the interests of physics education researchers. As a first step, this pioneering interview study aims to
clarify whether the mindset theory can be applied to students’ beliefs about learning physics by
investigating the following research questions:
(F1) Can the fixed mindset and the growth mindset (as described by Dweck) be identified in students’ beliefs about
physics?
(F2) Do only the pure forms of fixed mindset and growth mindset occur or are there mixed forms, too?
(F3) On the basis of which characteristics is it possible to assign the students to these forms of mindsets?
(F4) Are there mindset aspects which are distinctive for the domain of physics?
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DESIGN AND METHODS
Sample
To investigate these questions, an exploratory interview study has been conducted with N = 51 students
(27 female, 24 male) from Germany and Austria. In the Austrian sample, 30 students in grades 10, 11
and 12 from two different types of upper schools in the region of Ried and Braunau have been
interviewed (19 students attending BAfEP, a pedagogical institute, and 11 students attending HTL, a
technical institute). In the German sample, 21 students in grade 9 from different high schools in the
Rhine-Main region (Frankfurt, Darmstadt, Hanau) have been interviewed.
Participation was voluntary: The students were informed about the interviews beforehand. Those who
were willing to involve were sent an information letter with a declaration of consent for their parents or
legal guardians. There was no targeted pre-selection of the interviewees in terms of their gender,
performance, or other characteristics.
Setting
The decision was taken to conduct interviews, as this research method allows high adaptability and
therefore seems appropriate to assess an individual’s beliefs for characterizing mindsets.
The interviews lasted an average of about 20 minutes and have been conducted and recorded at the
schools of the interviewees. A guideline has been used to structure the process. The same guideline was
used for all interviews and the questions of the guideline were posed to all interviewees to ensure a
common database for the analysis (Krüger et al., 2014). In-between these questions, however, passages
of the individual interviews may differ from the guideline.
The guideline has been organized as follows: Questions to open the interview are directly related to the
learners (for example: “How do you rate your own performance in physics? Why is that, what do you
think?”). Further questions are asked about what the learners expect in physics in the future (for
example: “Suppose you had to sit an exam on the material that has been taught in physics over the past
year. Do you think you could get the top grade? How?”). Hereafter, the frame of reference for these
questions is extended to other students and to other subjects (for example: “Does this apply to everyone
in your class? Does this apply to every subject?”). Finally, students are reminded of successful physicists
like Albert Einstein. They are asked about why they think he could achieve so much (for example: “One
of the most famous physicists was Albert Einstein. Why do you think he was so successful in this
area?”). If it has not been mentioned by the interviewees in the course of the interview, the guideline
concludes with questions about the learner’s mindset (for example: “Do you think there is such a thing
as an innate talent for physics?”).
Implementation
The implementation has been a three-stage process: Three cohorts of students have been interviewed as
part of three degree-projects of pre-service teachers at university in the field of physics education
research. The first cohort has been interviewed in upper Austria in June/July 2016 (Schwamberger,
2017). This was supplemented by the second cohort from the Rhine-Main region in June/July 2017
(Goldhorn, 2017). Both surveys have been analysed using qualitative content analysis (Mayring, 2015)
and for each survey a category system has been developed independently. Hereafter, these two category
systems have been compared and combined into the final category system. This has been used to
(re-)analyse the first and second cohort as well as the newly collected third cohort from the Rhine-Main
region in March 2018 (Brück, 2018), completing the sample.
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Evaluation
The evaluation procedure follows qualitative content analysis by Mayring (2015) and is carried out in
three steps: 1. Data collection (conducting the interviews), 2. Data processing (transcribing,
paraphrasing, and generalizing the interviews), 3. Data evaluation (inductive category formation).
All statements were given with a reference to the location of the quote in the data (Mayring, 2015). For
setting up the categories, statements with similar meanings were bundled into units from which the
various categories could be derived. These were divided into main categories and subcategories.
After that, in order to refer to Dweck’s mindset theory, the categories were assigned to the fixed mindset
or the growth mindset as far as possible. Finally, each interview has been summarized again considering
occurring categories to characterize the learner’s mindset.
For this, a comparison of the mere numbers of categories in both mindsets was usually not sufficient.
Rather, contextual references had to be taken into account to weigh up the categories in both mindsets
against each other.
RESULTS
Coding Scheme
Seven main categories were identified from the interviews, each of them is divided into subcategories.
These are presented with examples for students’ statements in Table 2. 1
Table 2. Categories K1 to K7 and subcategories with a typical quote (including reference to the
according interview) (‘GM growth mindset’, ‘FM fixed mindset’ or ‘no assignment’)
Categories
K1: Physics performance can mainly be attributed to studying and effort.
K1.1 Studying can improve your physics performance.
“By practicing you can improve in physics.” (LG, 111-113)
K1.2 The more you study, the better you get.
“The more I study, the more I can do.” (SM, 62)
K1.3 Studying promotes understanding of physics which in turn improves performance.
“To understand physics, you have to practice.” (DP, 70-74)
K2: Physics performance can mainly be attributed to (innate) talent.
K2.1 Talent is innate.
“There is an innate talent for physics.” (ET, 133-134)
K2.2 Those who have a talent for physics have to study less and understand physics more quickly.
“Talent means that it is easy for you and you learn quickly.” (AK, 204-207)
K2.3 If you have a talent for physics, you can quickly understand new things, combine and develop them.
“If you find out something new, you have a talent. You can only practice what is already there.” (DP, 139-141)
K3: To learn physics, you need a talent. Not everyone can learn physics.
K3.1 Studying improves performance, but there is a limit.
“Studying can only improve performance within certain limits.” (ET, 70-71)
K3.2 Studying cannot compensate for a lack of talent.
“Hard work is important, but it is not everything.” (PB, 150-151)
K3.3 Everyone can learn basic/school knowledge in physics, but beyond that, you need a talent.
“You don’t need talent for the basics in physics.” (AH, 237-240)

GM

FM

FM

As the interviews were evaluated in German language, a translation of the derived coding scheme (categories and subcategories
with typical quotes) was necessary for this article. Subsequently, this translation was checked by an English native speaker. In all
cases where unclear or ambiguous connotations of formulations were identified, we were able to arrive at a discursive agreement
and in our opinion, this has largely eliminated possible misinterpretations.
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Table 2 (continued). Categories K1 to K7 and subcategories with a typical quote (including reference to
the according interview) (‘GM growth mindset’, ‘FM fixed mindset’ or ‘no assignment’)
GM

no assignment

Categories
K4: You don’t need any special talent to learn physics: Everyone can learn physics.
K4.1 Anyone can learn physics if they set themselves the goal.
“Anyone can learn physics, but the effort involved varies.” (MC, 69-71)
K4.2 A lack of talent can be compensated by studying more.
“Without talent, you have to practice more, but you can learn physics just as well.” (DP, 118-120)
K4.3 With more effort, anyone can complete an advanced course or a physics degree.
“Anyone can be successful in physics if they are motivated and invest more time in studying.” (JS, 78-80)
K5: Interest in physics improves performance.
K5.1 If you have an interest in physics, you can learn everything.
“If you are interested in something, you can learn it.” (MC, 78-79)
K5.2 If you have an interest in physics, you also try harder and study more.
“If you are fascinated, you deal with things and that is where you develop diligence.” (PB, 155-156)
K5.3 Interest is innate and is inherited.
“Interest in physics is innate.” (MW, 129-130)
K5.4 If you have an interest in physics, it will be easier for you.
“If you are interested in it and like physics, it gets easier for you.” (JS, 138-140)
K6: You have to understand physics.
K6.1 You don’t just have to study physics, you have to understand it, too.
“It is difficult to learn physics if you do not understand it.” (ET, 30-31)
K6.2 Physics is about understanding the bigger picture.
“In physics, you have to understand the connection of the contents, not just memorize them.” (AK, 108-110)
K6.3 You need a basic understanding to learn physics.
“If you lack the basic understanding, you cannot learn physics.” (PB, 81-83)
K6.4 Even by studying a lot, not everyone can understand physics.
“Everyone can study physics, but not everyone can understand physics.” (HM, 118)
K6.5 One can also understand physics by studying.
“Some understand it directly, others have to put in more effort.” (NB, 76)
K6.6 Understanding can be fostered by
a. having the right attitude
b. showing sufficient interest
“If you want to understand something, you have to get involved and develop an interest in it.” (HM, 154)
K7: Success of physicists.
K7.1 Ambition leads to success because it keeps you aspiring.
“Successful scientists want to find something new and therefore stick with it until they reach their goal.” (MW, 105110)
K7.2 You need talent to become as successful in physics as Albert Einstein.
“Einstein was very smart and didn’t have to do much to understand everything.” (JS, 117-119)
K7.3 The combination of talent and interest leads to success in physics.
“Interest and talent lead to success in physics.” (FB, 157-158)
K7.4 You have to study a lot to become successful in physics.
“You have to study a lot to become a good physicist.” (AK, 184-185)

K6.1
K6.2
K6.3
K6.4
FM
K6.5
K6.6
GM

K7.1
K7.4
GM
K7.2
K7.3
FM

A subsample of 10% of the interviews (five interviews) has been used for a reliability check. These
interviews have been analysed by a second person based on the final category system, with 51 matches
in a total of 66 coded text passages. This reliability of 87% is considered good according to Holsti (1969).
The main categories K1-K4 represent statements of the mindset theory as described in literature,
therefore the categories can be assigned to either the fixed or the growth mindset. The main categories
K6 and K7 each contain subcategories representing both, the fixed and the growth mindset. The main
category K5 is about interest, but since there was no clear definition of the term interest given during
the interviews, students’ conception concerning the fixedness or malleability of interest in physics is
unclear and for this reason no definite assignment of the subcategories to one of the mindsets can be
made.
Case Study: Fixed Mindset
In order to illustrate the coding scheme and the mindset characteristics of physics learners, the
statements of a student who has been assigned having a fixed mindset are presented below.
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At the time of the interview, student PB (male) attended the 9th grade at high school. He answers the
question of whether he likes physics: “I find the lessons very interesting [...] but it doesn’t light me on
fire. Maybe, I lack the talent or something, but that’s rather something that runs in the family.” (lines
10-13) In the course of the interview, he also explains what exactly he means by the term talent: Having
no talent “means that I partially lack the basic understanding, and - above all - that I do not have the
talent to acquire and to maintain the basics.” (lines 34-35) These two statements already contain essential
aspects of the fixed mindset, the belief in innate talent, which is necessary to become successful in
physics. Regarding his current level of performance in physics, PB says: “Well, if I would hang in there
now, I could still get a good grade.” In his opinion, effort can improve performance, but only within his
limits, as he explains later: “With regard to the advanced course, I don’t think that everyone could do
it. We have talented people who plan to study physics and [for them] I don’t see any problems at all of course they can take that as an advanced course. [...] But there are also [us] like-minded people [...]
who did not choose this as an advanced course, and this might be wise.” (lines 86-93).
Table 3 shows the statements found in PB’s interview and their assignment to the category system. Even
though there are statements assigned to growth mindset categories (for example: “If I am diligent in the
field, I can maintain or improve my performance.” lines 75-76), PB shows a fixed mindset in almost all
physics-related statements. Finally, a comparison of the counts of categories in both mindsets
supplemented with contextual references to weigh up the categories against each other reveals that PB
should be characterized a fixed mindset learner in physics.
Table 3. Statements that were found in PB’s interview and their assignment to the category system (GM
growth mindset, FM fixed mindset)
Statement

Category

Mindset

If I am diligent in the field, I can maintain or improve my
performance. (75-76)

K1.1: Studying can improve your physics
performance.

GM

Talent for physics runs in the family. (13)

K2.1: Talent is innate.

FM

Being diligent and studying is rather unimportant if you have
talent. (127-129)

K2.2: Those who have a talent for physics have to
study less and understand physics more quickly.

FM

Diligence is not everything, but diligence is a lot. (150-151)

FM

I do not have the talent to acquire and maintain the basic
understanding. (34-35)

K3.2: Studying cannot compensate for a lack of
talent.
K3.3: Everyone can learn basic/school knowledge in
physics, but beyond that, you need a talent.

Due to a lack of understanding, it is difficult to follow the
lesson and learn. (17-21)

K6.1: You don’t just have to study physics, you have FM
to understand it, too.

A physics advanced course is difficult to complete because
basic understanding is a prerequisite. (81-83)

K6.3: You need a basic understanding to learn
physics.

FM

Einstein had the talent, what it takes [...] and I think that’s the
point of his genius. (124-126)

K7.2: You need talent to become as successful in
physics as Albert Einstein.

FM

FM

Case Study: Growth Mindset
As a contrasting example, the statements of another student who has been assigned having a growth
mindset are presented below.
The student FB (female) also attended the 9th grade at high school. She rejects the concept of talent but
defines interest in a similar way: “There is definitely the innate thing that you are interested in physics.
But a gift for it - I don’t think so.” (lines 144-146) According to her definition, interest does not determine
success in physics, but promotes it through increased engagement with the subject. FB says: “If you are
interested in something, it is not studying, but it is discovering out of interest.” (lines 122-124) She has
this conviction both for learning physics at school and at university. What interest does not mean for
her, is a faster or easier learning success. FB is of the opinion that everyone can learn physics. When it’s
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more difficult, she will just cram more or need more time, which also applies to all of her classmates
and every level of difficulty (e.g., advanced courses).
Table 4 summarizes the statements found in FB’s interview and their assignment to the category system.
Again, although there are statements assigned to fixed mindset categories (for example: “One would
have to combine the talent for logical thinking with interest in order to be very good or excellent in
physics.” lines 157-158), FB has a growth mindset in almost all physics-related statements. A comparison
of the counts of categories in both mindsets and the contextual references to weigh up the categories
against each other reveals that therefore FB should be characterized a growth mindset learner in physics.
Table 4. Statements that were found in FB’s interview and their assignment to the category system (GM
growth mindset, FM fixed mindset)
Statement

Category

Mindset

[To get better] I would pay more attention in class and then look K1.1: Studying can improve your physics
at things more often after school. (62-63)
performance.

GM

When it’s more difficult, I just cram more or take more time.
(100-102)

GM

K4.1: Anyone can learn physics if they set
themselves the goal.

[Understanding means] I know what the teacher says and how it K6.2: Physics is about understanding the
relates. (34)
bigger picture.

FM

[Einstein was so successful in physics] because he found out a lot K7.1: Ambition leads to success because it
of new things and also had an interest in finding out and
keeps you aspiring.
knowing the reason why things happen. (113-115)

GM

Certainly, there were places where it was not so easy for him
[Einstein] because he may not have made any progress or
something. (126-127)

GM

K7.1: Ambition leads to success because it
keeps you aspiring.

One would have to combine the talent for logical thinking with K7.3: The combination of talent and interest
interest in order to be very good or excellent in physics. (157-158) leads to success in physics.

FM

Overview of the Individual Cases
As already observed in the case studies, the individual interviews usually contain statements from
categories of the fixed mindset in addition to statements from categories of the growth mindset. In order
to properly characterize the learner’s mindset, contextual references had been taken into account to
weigh up the categories in both mindsets. For example, codes in categories K1 to K4, that are pure
categories, were given more weight than codes in the mixed category K6. K6 contains the concept, that
a basic understanding is necessary for learning physics. How the interviewed students define this basic
understanding differs: PB of the fixed mindset case study describes this basic understanding regarding
the physics curriculum, one needs the basic knowledge in physics of middle school for being successful
at an advanced level physics course. But other students describe the concept of basic understanding
more fundamental as logical thinking or science thinking, as something innate. Due to these variable
interpretations of basic understanding and the fact, that some students use it as an argument for their
fixed view and others argue with it for an incremental view, students’ statements in K6 were were given
less weight in comparison with statements from the categories K1 to K4.
Category K7 was given less weight because it relates to scientists and many of the interviewed students
differentiated between learning physics as a school subject and physics as a science. Some students
explained that while one would need a certain giftedness to become a physicist, everyone could still
learn physics at school. Some students even considered their teacher’s knowledge in physics in between
the school level and the science level. This differentiation of physics as a school subject and physics as
a science should definitely be examined further. But since this study cannot provide such insights, and
with the focus of this study lying on students’ beliefs about learning physics at school, category K7 was
weighted less for the characterization of mindsets in those cases where students’ statements in K7 were
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contradictory to their statements in other categories (e. g., fixed mindset statements in K7 with more
growth mindset statement in other categories). 2
Codes in category K5 were ignored for the characterization of mindsets since there was no clear
definition of the term interest given during the interviews and therefore no definite assignment of the
subcategories to one of the mindsets has been made.
Figure 2 shows the results of the characterization of the learners’ mindsets. Each student was
characterized as one of the mindset types (either pure or mixed) based on the statements that fit the
described (sub-)categories. If there are several statements belonging to the fixed mindset and several
statements belonging to the growth mindset, the student was assigned to a mixed mindset type. Two of
those mixed mindsets were defined: Those with a tendency to the fixed mindset and those with a
tendency to the growth mindset. As the mixed mindset group is so broad, this further differentiation is
considered suitable for the data. Moreover, this differentiation serves to facilitate traceability of the
interpretation (thereby more heavily weighted codes can be identified).

Figure 2. Assignment of the N = 51 learners to the four mindset types fixed mindset, mixed mindset
with a tendency to fixed mindset, mixed mindset with a tendency to growth mindset and growth
mindset
DISCUSSION
The research questions are answered as follows.
(F1) Can the fixed mindset and the growth mindset (as described by Dweck) be identified in students’ beliefs about
physics? Our results confirm the impression that we have already received when conducting the
interviews: Almost all students have very clear beliefs about their own capability in physics. In each
interview, several learner statements were found that could be assigned to categories of either the fixed
Otherwise, there would be slightly more students being assigned to the fixed mindset, who are now being assigned to the mixed
mindset.
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or the growth mindset. With these statements supplemented by contextual references, the learners’
mindsets could be characterized. The evidence presented in this paper provides strong support that in
students’ beliefs about physics Dweck’s definition of mindsets can be identified.
(F2) Do only the pure forms of fixed mindset and growth mindset occur or are there mixed forms, too? Almost
40% of the interviewees clearly showed a fixed or growth mindset (roughly 20% for each) according to
our analysis. The remaining 60% of the interviewees have mixed concepts. In some interviews, the
respondents distinguish between “physics as a school subject” and “physics as a professional career”,
e.g., that talent is assumed to be not required for students but for scientists. In other interviews, they
counterbalance talent and effort, e.g., they argue that with talent less effort is needed to meet standard
requirements, but even with talent you still have to put in effort to achieve excellent performance. Some
of the respondents totally rejected the concept of talent but used other terms with a similar meaning
(e.g., gift). Therefore, in addition to the fixed and the growth mindset, two mixed mindsets were
defined, one with a tendency towards a fixed mindset and one with a tendency towards a growth
mindset. In the future, further surveys will be necessary to check whether this distinction in four types
of mindset is reasonable, or whether a distinction in three types of mindset (two pure forms and only
one mixed concept) would be more suitable.
(F3) On the basis of which characteristics is it possible to assign the students to these forms of mindsets? Seven
main categories were found (see Table 2) from which five characteristics can be derived that are key to
assigning students to the different forms of mindsets:
• Concept of talent: Is a special talent necessary for physics (K3) and can performance be attributed to it
(K2)?
• Learning effort: Is no special talent necessary for physics (K4) and can performance be attributed to
learning effort (K1)?
• Interest: Is interest important for learning physics? (K5)
• Understanding: Is understanding important for learning physics (K6)
• Success: How can the success of physicists be justified? (K7)
(F4) Are there mindset aspects which are distinctive for the domain of physics? While the characteristics concept
of talent and learning effort correlate with the general theory, other characteristics like understanding and
interest emerged in the current interview study on students’ mindsets in physics. To our knowledge,
these have not been reported as key issues for mindsets yet. Moreover, the characteristic success shows
that some students differentiate between “physics as a school subject” and “physics as a professional
career”. Therefore, in subsequent surveys about mindsets in physics the respective frame of reference
(school subject or professional career) must be clearly defined for the respondents.
In this study, students’ beliefs about learning physics at school have been addressed. With regard to the
characteristic understanding, some subcategories indicate a growth mindset (e.g., “One can also
understand physics by studying.”), while others indicate a fixed mindset (e.g. “Even by studying a lot,
not everyone can understand physics.”). Likewise, with regard to the characteristic interest, there was
no agreement with the interviewed students about how the term interest is understood. Therefore, it is
unclear, whether it indicates a growth mindset or a fixed mindset and the codes of this category were
left aside for the characterization of the mindsets. Individual interest (as a personal characteristic) and
interestingness of a situation are predictors for higher levels of motivation (Krapp, 1992), for increased
attentiveness, better learning processed and outcomes (Schiefele & Wild, 1994). Some of the students’
statements about interest seem to follow these results, e.g., “If you have an interest in physics, you can
learn everything”. With regard to the mindset theory those statements could be interpreted as: “If you
choose physics, you can learn everything” and therefore suggesting a growth mindset. At the same
time, some students use the term interest as almost synonymous with the talent for physics (e.g., “If you
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have an interest in physics, it will be easier for you.”, that is, “If you have a talent for physics, it will be
easier for you”) corresponding to a fixed mindset. Furthermore, it is also striking that - on the one hand
- interest is conducive for understanding in the opinion of some respondents. On the other hand, the
opinion that interest might be fostered by studying has not been expressed by any of the respondents.
In a study of O’Keefe et al. (2018) the fixed beliefs versus the malleable beliefs of interest were explored.
They found both fixed and growth beliefs of interest and their study shows a causal effect: “Compared
with a growth theory, a fixed theory of interest reduces people’s interest in a topic outside their
established area of interest.” (O’Keefe et al., 2018, p. 7). If this will be confirmed in further studies, that
students sometimes relate interest to a fixed mindset (e.g., “interest is innate and is inherited”), it would
open totally new perspectives on this field of research. Which consequences would have to be drawn
with regard to support programs for interest in physics, would a considerable number of students take
the view that “interest is innate and is inherited”?
However, due to the limited sample, quantitative statements about students’ mindset in physics cannot
be obtained from our study. Also, the influence of individual variables on the development of mindsets
cannot be derived either. Theoretically, there are several affecting factors that have to be discussed. For
example, gender-specific manifestations of mindsets are conceivable and will have to be examined in
the future. It has also been shown that parents’ and teachers’ praise and criticism shapes children’s
mindsets (Cimpian et al., 2007; Kamins & Dweck, 1999; Mueller & Dweck, 1998). With regard to physics,
it is still necessary to determine to which extent these factors affect mindsets and whether it depends on
other factors, such as the age of children and adolescents or their experiences in physics classrooms.
Summary
In summary, according to the results of our survey, it is possible to apply the mindset theory according
to Dweck to students’ beliefs about learning physics. The learners’ mindsets are characterized into four
types, two pure types of fixed mindset and growth mindset, as well as two mixed types with a tendency
to either of the pure types.
Furthermore, five characteristics for the differentiation between fixed and growth mindsets in physics
were derived. The comparison of these characteristics with the mindset theory shows that domaingeneral aspects (concept of talent and learning effort) could be confirmed, while at the same time possible
domain-specific aspects (understanding and interest) emerged that undoubtedly require further
examination.
Outlook
Even though there are widely used instruments for querying domain-general mindsets (e.g., Dweck &
Molden, 2005), there are no instruments available for possible domain-specific mindsets in physics.
Therefore, our results of the presented exploratory interview study have created a valuable foundation
to devise scales for quantitative studies. On that basis we have taken first steps in this direction in our
research group (Goldhorn et al., 2020). As a next step, in order to ensure that these scales meet the
recognized psychometric quality criteria for measuring psychological constructs (Döring & Bortz, 2016),
they will be empirically tested. In terms of reliability the internal consistency will be checked. In terms
of validity, among other things, related (e.g., motivational) constructs should have a high correlation
with mindsets (convergent validity) and unrelated (e.g., cognitive) constructs should correlate only
weakly with mindsets (discriminative validity) (Buehl et al., 2002; Cook et al., 2017; De Castella & Byrne,
2015; Schmidt et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2020). In addition, a relationship between mindsets and indicators
for performance at a similar level of granularity should be explored as an indicator for criterion validity
of mindsets. For example, subject-specific mindsets should be related to the subject grades (vgl. Lee et
al., 2012; Schmidt et al., 2019; Scott & Ghinea, 2014; Zhu et al., 2020).
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Furthermore, it will be explored to what extent mindsets predict learning success better than other
(motivational or cognitive) constructs and to what extent clusters allow conclusions to be drawn about
the characteristics and the interaction of domain-general and domain-specific facets of mindsets.
Only with research scales that allow for quantitative studies with larger sample sizes, our medium-term
project goal can be tackled, which is to develop and evaluate intervention programs that promote
advancement from a physics-specific fixed mindset to a growth mindset.
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